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GeoRetain Pty Ltd

GeoRetain Pty Ltd is a specialist drilling and
ground engineering subcontractor newly created
to capture the Queensland and Northern NSW
market. Driven by an energetic and youthful
management group with proven industry expertise,
GeoRetain’s goal is to establish itself as the
preeminent ground engineering subcontractor
in an evolving and competitive market.
Complimented by a suite of plant and
equipment resources unrivalled within the
industry, GeoRetain offers a diverse range of
ground retention and foundation solutions for
various clients throughout the region, including
government authorities, main contractors,
subcontractors, developers and proprietors.
Led by a strong and experienced senior
management team with over 20 years of ground
engineering expertise, GeoRetain strives to
provide the most cost effective, value added and
on-time drilling and retention solutions for civil
infrastructure, commercial and residential projects.
The GeoRetain senior management group have
been directly involved with the management of
subcontract works for some of the most prominent
projects undertaken in Queensland over the past
10 years including the Clem 7 Tunnel (complete
retention package for the southern portal); the
Gateway Bridge Upgrade (entire retention package);
the Gateway Motorway Upgrade; Cardwell Range
(acceleration of works); the Airport Link (significant
share of the project’s retention packages) and the
Ipswich Motorway Update (complete retention
package over a 2.5 year project duration).
GeoRetain prides itself on its workmanship;
the standard of its plant and equipment;
its knowledgeable and resourceful work
force; and its commitment to work closely
with clients and contractors to provide
cost effective and quality outcomes.
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GeoRetain Pty Ltd

CAPABILITIES &
SERVICES OFFERED
GeoRetain offers the following services:
•• Rock Anchors: Permanent and
temporary strand anchors
•• Soil Nails & Rock Dowels: Permanent
and temporary bar anchors
•• Shotcrete Application: Sprayed
concrete applied to retaining walls,
batters, excavated faces and drains
•• Drilling: All types of geotechnical,
bore and line drilling
•• Micro-Piling: Engineered mini-piling
solutions with hollow bar as an
alternative to traditional bored piers
•• Grouting: Pressure grouting with
grout packers to fill voids and
provide ground consolidation
•• Structural Steel Fabrication:
Construction and fabrication of
steel walers and bracing , bearing
plates, plant, equipment and
other steel components
•• Underpinning: Retention of building
foundations and structures
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